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        A s t rong  Europe  needs 

          s t rong  Europeans

   Suppor t  YEL and  YEL ’s  m iss ion

YEL believes young people have the potential 
to invent a brighter future and we work tirelessly 
to give them the strong voice and receptive 
audience that they deserve. In order to fulfil our 
mission, we rely on the generosity of individuals 
like you. We know that you share our values and 
hope you will take pride in supporting our cause. 
We ask that you make a commitment to support 
us by making a donation.

http://younglead.eu/support

Young European Leadership

IBAN: BE71 3631 1659 6969

BIC: BBRUBEBB

Contact and Join YEL

Stay closely connected with YEL to get all latest 
news and be informed about new activities. Fol-
low us on:

http://younglead.eu  |  contact@younglead.eu

Boulevard Anspach, 169 •
1000 Brussels  •

Belgium •
 contact@younglead.eu •

www.younglead.eu •

A s t r ong  Eu rope

needs

strong Europeans



Yo u n g          European     Leadership

YEL’s mission is the empowerment of our Euro-
pean generation. YEL strives to be a platform by 
and for driven Young European Adults who want 
to shape their own future. We acknowledge the 
tremendous challenges and uncertainties Young 
Adults are facing all over the continent and beyond 
and work to invent and disseminate innovative 
solutions.

We believe that everybody shall be concerned 
with and be able to act on problems of our times 
that cause harm for future generations. Instead of 
withdrawing we have decided to take action and to 
challenge the status quo!

In the future we envision Young Europeans to have 
power. We want them to create and design the 
world they and future generations will live in. All 
Young European Adults must possess the same 
opportunities to pursue their ideals, to speak up 
and act freely and to participate in key decision-
making processes. Young Europeans shall be 
taken serious and their concerns met.

We are determined to have a decisive impact on 
the future of our generation. This is why our dynam-
ic European team proactively works with greatest 
conviction: Solutions exist! Our generation has the 
knowledge to bring about positive and sustainable 
changes. That is why we encourage everybody: 
Raise your voice, participate and take the lead in 
shaping the future of our generation today. 

YEL is composed by driven Young Europe-
ans at different stages in their lives. 

The young and dynamic team is united in 
YEL’s mission to give young Europeans a 
strong voice and to work together with other 
Young European Leaders on all levels to 
jointly shape our generation’s and Europe’s 
future for the better.

YEL’s staff lives scattered around the globe 
and origins from all different countries in Eu-
rope: from Sweden to Greece, from Portugal 
and Ireland to Ukraine and Lithuania. 

We perceive our many different backgrounds 
and cultures as a key asset, which greatly en-
riches our daily work and perspectives.

We proudly say we are united in diversity.

                                     Countries of origin of YEL’s Staff, November 22, 2013.

YEL’s activities aim at empowering our gen-
eration, to facilitate leadership skills, and bring 
young people in the position to shape their own 
future and the future of Europe.

For this YEL founded the Young European Lead-
ership Society. The YEL Society is rooted in the 
firm belief that young adults must be given the 
chance to create and design the world they and 
future generations will live in. This platform is a 
new way for future leaders to get involved.
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As part of our activities YEL recruits and trains 
the delegates of the European Union to the 
yearly Y8 and Y20 Summits and connects young 
leaders to global policy makers. YEL also orga-
nizes international negotiation trainings, confer-
ences and workshops.


